1. Introduction. In the frames of modern anthro pologically oriented linguistics the essence, nature and functions of political discourse are being re searched on the crossroads of the diverse areas of sci and stylistics, such branches of philology as linguo semiotics (Yu.S. Stepanov, R. Bart), pragmatic lin guistics (N. Arutyunova, F. Batsevich, T. Van Dijk, V. Demyankov, O. Issers, K. Serazhym, R. Vodak), linguocultural studies and intercultural communica ory of communication (G. Pocheptsov, J.G. Mead, J. Walter, W. Fisher, M. McCombbs, D. Shaw) en tered the circle of subject areas, within which polit ical discourse is being studied. Scholars try to ana lyze the form, content, illocutions and perlocutions the target audience. After all, any political discourse actualizes certain ideological views, establishes cer tain ideological constants which act as a markers of this or that particular ideological space 2 .
resents the third phase in theory of discourse realization implementation determined by certain historical, techno right to root any social order within which "the Sooth" is institutionalized (R. Bart, J. Derrida, J. Kristeva, J. La . According to such discourse understanding the main task for discourse analysis lies how language constructs the phenomena hegemonic articulations directed at the establishment of both political and moral leadership in a society" . Actual ulations with the sphere of subconsciousness of people.
the subconscious sphere of the addressee made by the sender of the message in order to control the conscious ence, which might be implemented in both verbalized or nonverbal way" .
Thus, the purpose of political discourse could in the terms of conquest and retention of power with the help of ing a certain system of ideological views which might be implement ed into the cognitive sphere of the target audience (electorate) and implicit . At the moment, two approaches to the meaning of the term "political discourse" are being outlined a narrow and a broad ones one, the notion of political institutional discourse is supposed to comprise the speeches of politicians, government documents, election debates, propaganda materials 6 . A broad understanding of political discourse implies the involvement of "discourse of reaction" into the body of the above mentioned corpus, i.e. analytical articles of journalists, political scientists, public activists, bloggers presented in social networks and dealing with this or that particular event of the political life of society" 7 . In the frames of this article we'll turn to the genre of "primary communication"
8 , to the analysis of "political narrative", in which a politician becomes the key of political communication in the sense of spreading certain ideological views, which provide this or those meanings to the political events in order to form the needed public opinion usag e of power in the taken Within this article, we will be interested just in political institutional discourse created by the politician as a representative of a certain institution (the par ty, administration, parliament, etc., or made by one of the speechwriters belonging to his "team") in the genre of the inaugural speech. This is the object of our investigation; the subject is the study of lingual peculiarities of tactics and communicative moves which implement a general manipulative strategy of politician's speech aimed to obtain and maintain the political power in the society.
2. Methodology. Such m as "communicative strategy", "communicative tactics", "communicative move" will be used as those which have a long history of institutionalization in the frames of linguistic pragmatics 9 . The "working content" of these terms a communicative strategy is understood as the general plan of communication, subordinated to the practical goals of the speaker; communicative tactics then is a way of implementing a communicative strategy; communicative move implies the content of speak er aimed at achieving the communicative goal. Thus, .
Basing on the approaches to manipulative strategies and tactics distinction which have already been developed in the modern political linguistics 10 , we propose our own vision, according to which a manipulative strategy implies the evolution of ation ac cusation ' integration and encouragement to cooperate with the authorities; 9) positive forecasting.
The Americans and , thank you" 11 . We see here an implicitly implemented ' integration and encouragement to cooperate with the authorities, addressed not only to American citizens but also to all of the inhabitants of the planet Earth is implemented with the help of communicative move of thanksgiving.
reveals the presupposition of the destruction in material and spiritual ways of US citizens' lives (apparently destructed during the two previous cadences of Barack Obama), there fore "to rebuild our , but also "to restore its promise for all of our "We, the citizens of America, are now joined in a great national to rebuild our country and restore its promise for all of our Thus, on the one hand, the tactics of accusation of the previous administration in the country's collapse and destruction of promises giv en to the people is being implemented, on the other hand, the tactic of intimization is actualized with the help of communicative move of the president's presentation as a part of the whole "We, the citizens of America…". The communicative move is realized by the syntagmatic supposition of the personal pronoun (the plural) we and the collective noun citizens.
Further, the president, discursively developing such an American value, as "Future Orientation / Optimism" 12 course of his administration, being coherent to the hopes of the American people and again! to the hopes of the "peoples of the world", will overcome all challenges and be a success "Together, we will determine the course of America and the for many, many years to come. We will face challenges. We will confront hardships. But we will get the ment is supported by a fourfold parallel repetition of a single syntactic structure with grammatical se mantics of future, such as Pron + aux.verb will + main verb + noun, S -P -DO "We determine the course of America…; "We face challenges", "We confront hardships ; "We get the job done . The tactic of intimization is positive forecasting. Actually, in this place of the studied inaugural speech we are coming across the "thesis antithesis synthesis", which had been widely used since times of antiquity in the speeches of Cicero, is "Veni, vidi, vici"). Within this syntactic iterance, "antithetical" face challenges, confront hardships are opposed to the "synthetical" verbal phrase with positive get the job done. creates a necessary for inducing of the within the studied paragraph.
In It is a common knowledge that equality stands for one of the most fundamental values of American constitutionalism, alongside with freedom and democracy. Just at the moment of his inaugural speech Trump highlights "transferring" power to the American people: this moment is your moment, put ting it in one raw with celebration ountry, historic movement, righteous people, a righteous public. Frequent repetition of the possessive pronoun of the second person plural your promotes the development of the semantics of "appropriation": your day, your celebration, your country. In this way an emotionally marked communicative tactics of intimization is realized, illusory reduction of distance between the authorities and the people is achieved. Thus, the necessary foundation for the implementation of the tactics of positive self-presentation is being created. However, according to Trump's vision, before comes into structur al resonance with the initial one "… all changes starting right here and right », political labels pejorative "carnage" -for "be meliorative "changes" -as a key word for "Trump's America" .
The following paragraph implements the communicative tactics of intimization and appeal to cooperate with the authorities on the basis of the common democratic values, which is carried out with the help of the communicative move identifying their pain, their dreams, their success with pain, dreams, the success of country's political elite our pain, our dreams, our success We are one nation, and their pain is our pain. Their dreams are our dreams, and their success will be our success. We share one heart, one home, and one glorious destiny. The all Americans. And here again, we see the implicit realization of the "old American value" "Equality/ Equalitarism". alized with the help of opposing American industry, to the outside world (foreign industry, armies of the "For many decades 've enriched foreign industry at the expense of American industry, subsidized the armies of other countries while for the very sad depletion of our military. We've defended other nations' borders while . And -"Change" stands for one of the most valid values of Americans and as a socially and politically determined concept of American mentality is still waiting for its researcher.
lions and trillions of dollars overseas while Amer-
infrastructure has fallen into disrepair and decay. We've made other countries rich while the dissipated over the horizon. One by one, the factories shuttered and left our shores with not even a thought about the millions and . has been ripped from their homes and then redistrib-. Such kind of politics con the ordinary citizens unprotected. In this paragraphs we again come across the an implicitly implemented tactics of accusation. However, Trump promises to leave in the past the policy of "alien's" support but that is the past , and in the future, "from this day , a new concept of country's development will be proposed "a new vision will govern our , the essence of which might be formulated as "America , America . And again, just as in the beginning of his speech, Donald Trump emphasizes that he wants to be heard not only by Americans, but also by other peoples of the world and their authorities. To increase his speech's impact, the iteration of the pronoun every is used, every new time being combined with the word or phrase having more "to be heard in every city, in every foreign capital, and in every hall of
The communicative tactics of positive forecasting is implementd here.
The new state policy will lead to unprecedented victories of America which will be caused by the development of national economy and infrastructure, by the restitution of jobs, wealth, and, more importantly, dreams. AMERICAN DREAM is a concept of American mentality based on American ideals and values (democracy, freedom, equal opportunity) and is aimed at positive prediction of social origin and achieved only thanks to tense every day "America will start winning again, winning like never before. Within the frames of this paragraph, tactics of positive forecastiong is realized with the help of an anaphorical syntactic partial iteration aimed to increase the emotional impact. Anaphora usually draws the attention to the speaker's primary goal.
We
In the following presentation Trump turns to use a communicative tactics of sacred symbolism on the ground of identification of the biblical idea of ac cord of people and unity of the country, the solidarity of its citizens, linking it with the idea of protection, which in this case would be provided by the powers "The Bible tells us how good and pleasant it is when God s people live together in unity. We must speak our minds openly, debate our disagreements honestly, but always pursue solidarity. When America is united, America is totally unstoppable. There should be no fear. We are protected and we will always be protected. the great men and women of our enforcement. And most importantly, -tected by God". It is known, that want for protection is one of the most fundamental human needs .
in the frames of communicative tactics of accusation, such an American value as "Action/ Work Orientation" is being actualized, when the previous administration is implicitly blamed at lack of scale of thinking and dreams and absence of political will for radical Finally, we must think big and dream even bigger. In America, we understand that a nation is only living as long as it is striving. We will no longer accept polconstantly complaining but never doing anything about it. The time for empty talk is over. Now arrives the hour of action.
In the end of his speech, Trump appeals to such funda mental for all of Americans psychological constants (which also refer to emotional and teleonomic national values) as patriotism national pride, spirit of America, our soldiers, red blood of patriots, glorious freedoms, great American ) and trust in God night sky, almighty ). At the same time, the manipulative communicative tactics of are discursively "Do not allow anyone to tell you that it cannot be done. the spirit of America. We will not fail. thrive and prosper again. We stand at the birth of a new millennium, ready to unlock the mysteries of space, to free the earth from the miseries of disease, and to harness the energies, industries, and technologies of tomorrow. A new lift our sights, and heal our divisions our soldiers will never forget, that whether we are black or brown or white, we all bleed the same red blood of patriots. We all enjoy the same glorious freedoms and we all . And whether a
